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Dear special guests, friends and supporters,

I welcome all of you to our May-June edition, as always, armed with the spirit of “Indonesian optimism”.

The month of April was memorable for our country. We recently concluded what is hailed as one of the biggest and most complicated presidential and general elections in the world, in a peaceful and smooth manner. As Indonesians, we are truly blessed to have witnessed this momentous simultaneous complicated election, with the highest ever participation rate of more than 80% of the voting population, and involving almost 170 million votes.

To us, the months of May and June will be enriched by various religious festivities in all of our Plataran resorts, hotels, restaurants and venues. We will showcase the unique experience of our renowned special break fasting menu for the month of Ramadhan in all of our restaurants. Other religious festivals will also be held at our Plataran resorts for which you are more than welcome to attend.

At the end of May, Plataran Borobudur will celebrate Vesak Day, where Buddhists all over the world celebrate the life, enlightenment, and death of Buddha. This celebration will be highlighted with the release of one thousand lanterns at the plaza of the Borobudur temple. Our Plataran resorts in Bali will also celebrate Galungan and Kuningan, where relatives return to the Island of the Gods to commemorate the spirits of deceased love ones. These celebrations will also be marked with prayers, offerings and intricate penjor decorations.

At this opportunity, we are also very pleased to inform you that our Plataran resorts and restaurants have recently received various prestigious international awards such as “Best Luxury Resort” and “Best Indonesian Restaurant” from international reputable organizations. Full details will be announced in October once the news embargo for these prestigious international awards are lifted. Last but not least, we proudly welcome you to the opening of our Padma Spa House, Glass Gym and Cabanas on the beach of Plataran Komodo Resort.

For us at Plataran, it is always important to keep the energy positive and to never stop our creativity and improvements.

Salam Plataran,

Yozua Makes
Chief Executive Officer
Galungan & Kuningan in Bali.

Galungan is a traditional Balinese festival that celebrates the triumph of good over evil, known as Dharma and Adharma. The Balinese believe this is a time when ancestral spirits visit the Earth and return to their family home. For ten days, they are welcomed with grand celebrations, pilgrimages, ceremonies and feasts. This ten-day visit culminates in the Kuningan festival, when lots of roasted pigs, yellow turmeric rice and traditional rice cakes are served. As part of Galungan, from May 29 to 31 this year, elegantly curved and decorated bamboo poles known as ‘penjor’ will line the streets all over Bali. This makes the island even more beautiful than normal, so if you’re visiting for the first time, it really is the perfect time to get a sense of the artistry and ceremony that makes Bali so unique.

On May 30, the Galungan celebrations reach their peak, as people put on their finest clothes to visit family members and temples. This is a time of year when the Balinese go home to their villages, so it's a very happy occasion. During this period of celebration and togetherness, Plataran hotels and resorts welcome guests to join the festivities as members of our extended family across the world; there is no better time to witness the unique culture and ceremonial wonders of Bali, and rejoice in the joy of friends and family.
A Thousand Lights Above Borobudur

The holiest day in the Buddhist calendar is the Vesak festival; a time when people all over the world commemorate the birth, enlightenment and death of the Buddha. The largest Buddhist monument in the world is the perfect place to mark this occasion, and at Borobudur in Central Java, the annual festivities do not disappoint. Every year, the monument’s 504 statues, 2,672 relief panels and many ornate stupas are illuminated by the glow of a thousand lanterns released by monks and pilgrims, and one of Indonesia’s most popular tourism sites becomes a setting of great beauty, peace and appreciation. This year’s Vesak Day is scheduled for Sunday, May 19.

May is the ideal time to stay with us a Plataran Borobudur and Plataran Heritage Borobudur, as we are located right on the doorstep of the Borobudur temple and will have front row seats for the Vesak celebrations. From here, Plataran will provide regular shuttle trips to the temple, along with tours and informative services for guests. Whether making a pilgrimage, or simply looking to experience the full splendour of Borobudur in all its ceremonial glory, Plataran can be your guide.

Family Reunion on the Slopes of Bromo

At this time of year, families all over Indonesia are reunited for the Idul Fitri celebrations, Kuningan festivities and summer holidays in storied locations all over the archipelago. A destination that’s perfectly suited to family gatherings is Plataran Bromo, where a range of accommodation, dining and wellness facilities are complimented by cultural immersion encounters, group activities and the spectacular beauty of nature. Here, families can celebrate together in the shadow of Java’s most awe-inspiring mountain, and make new memories together that will last for generations.

Perched on a hillside in the highlands of Java, Plataran Bromo offers superb views over agricultural plantations, apple orchards and farmland. This verdant plateau rises steadily up through the valley, ascending to the gateway of Bromo Tengger Semeru National Park – a UNESCO World Heritage Site. In this magnificent setting, Plataran Bromo embodies the natural beauty and cultural richness of its destination; through authentic local cuisine and traditional rituals, we proudly present Java’s Tenggerese heritage for guests to admire. Through a range of trekking, dining experiences and adventures, we take visitors off the beaten track and deep into one of Indonesia’s most wonderous locations.
From Idul Fitri to Father’s Day, and from Galungan and Kuningan in Bali to Vesak Day at Borobudur, the next two months will feature a range of family-oriented festivities throughout Indonesia. Plataran resorts all over the archipelago will be the setting for reunions, catchups, and the making of brand-new memories together that will live on through the generations. At this time of solidarity and celebration, we caught up with two members of our Plataran family, to find out what family means to them.
Agus Sutanto

How does it feel to be a Father?

It feels absolutely amazing to be a Father! I am blessed to have two boys, who are both my biggest supporters, my inspiration and the most precious thing in my life.

How do you spend quality time with your family?

When we have time together, we like to chat and discuss what each of us has been doing during the day. We’re also a very foodie family, so love nothing better than to venture out in search of some new culinary experiences. This doesn’t have to be a long journey – we actually really like walking around our neighborhood in search of street food and some delicious local delicacies.

Jacky

What does family mean to you?

I feel so thankful for having a loving wife and three very lovable boys. Being a father is such an unbelievable experience, and the best thing in life for me. Family means everything to me; they are the reason I come home and the reason why I work so hard too – to support my family and make sure they are taken care of. For me, it is important that I always strive to improve myself - so my family can respect me and learn from me.

How you spend quality time with your family?

For us, family time is food time! We love to eat together – whether gathered round a table at home, in our favorite restaurant, or just tucking into a big bucket of popcorn at the cinema, we’re all committed to the culinary! One of my favorite ways to spend time with family is driving my boys to school in the mornings. Our religion and our cultural heritage are central to our family life; we all go to temple together to pray and pay our respects – it’s a great way to connect not just as a family, but as a community too. In Bali, the whole island is like one big family, so celebrations and festivals strengthen the bond between all of us.
What’s On.
Hotels • Resorts • Private Cruises
What’s on.

From authentic Javanese villas to indulging Padma Spa and Patio Restaurant with an unparalleled view of the Borobudur, Plataran Borobudur Resort & Spa will allow you to immerse in one of Indonesia’s richest cultural regions.

Dining

Seafood Parade
Patio Colonial
IDR 500,000 ++ per person
19 May

Explore and experience the art of indulgence. Our special seafood offer returns to Patio restaurant in the month of May, complete with mouth-watering international dishes, fresh seafood and sumptuous desserts.

Pasar Senggol Malam Takbir
Patio Colonial
IDR 450,000++ per person
4 June

Celebrate Takbir Night with a wealth of Indonesian culinary treasures at Pasar Senggol in our beautiful Patio restaurant on 4th June 2019. Our chef has designed a rich and eclectic menu of traditional and innovative indulgences to satisfy the most ardent appetite.

Spa

Beautiful Day - 60 minutes
IDR 700,000 ++ per person
May

Take the time to pamper yourself with this indulgent manicure or pedicure treatment, along with hand or feet massage designed to relieve stress. Take care of body as well as soul, with our range of selected nail color options and complimentary 30-minute green tea facial.

Rejuvenation Package - 120 minutes
IDR 1,300,000 ++ per person
June

Indulge in two hours’ refreshing back massage, body scrub, body wrap and complimentary foot massage at the Padma Spa, designed to restore the balance of body and soul.

Encounter

Ramadan Package
3D/2N at IDR 7,290,000 ++ for 2 persons
5 May - 1 June

Garden Plunge Pool Villa | Daily sunrise refreshment at Patio Lobby Deck at 4.45 am | 1 x Ramadhan Food Culinary Fest | Daily breakfast or sahur | Airport transfer

As Ramadhan draws to a close, spend the Lebaran holiday together with Plataran, where days gently unfold against the backdrop of magnificent Borobudur Temple and the picturesque Menoreh Hills. With luxurious accommodation, unbelievably beautiful and atmospheric setting, Plataran Borobudur is the perfect place to create an unforgettable Ramadhan.

The volcanic plateau of Dieng consists of shimmering colorful lakes, picturesque villages, green valleys, dramatic volcanic craters, 7th century temple complex and tea plantation, making it a perfect destination for a complete journey into nature, adventure, culture, and cuisine. Discover the surroundings, from the Hindu Temples at the Arjuna Temples Complex - where one of the oldest temples in Indonesia is located - to multi-colored lake and Sikidang Crater. On your trip back to the resort, stop by Tambi Tea Plantation for a plantation tour and delightful refreshments.
Cultivated elegance meets colonial charm at Plataran Heritage Borobudur Hotel & Spa. Immerse into this beautiful hotel located amid the rice terraces with Borobudur at your doorstep and the Menoreh Hills as your backdrop.

What’s on.

Plataran Heritage Borobudur
HOTEL AND CONVENTION CENTER

Heritage Borobudur.

Room

Vesak Package
3D/2N at IDR 4,825,000 ++ for 2 persons
17 - 20 May

Deluxe Room | Daily sunrise refreshment at Langit Borobudur Deck at 4:45 am | Daily breakfast and afternoon tea | Airport Transfers

Plataran Heritage Borobudur invites you to celebrate the holiest day in the Buddhist calendar at the world’s largest Buddhist monument: Borobudur. Every year during Vesak Day, people all over the world gather to commemorate the birth, enlightenment and death of the Buddha. At Borobudur, the monument’s 504 statues, 2,672 relief panels and many ornate stupas will be illuminated by lanterns released by monks and pilgrims, as the site becomes a setting of great beauty, peace and appreciation.

Dining

Vesak Packages
Stupa Restaurant
IDR 250,000 ++ per person
19 May

Celebrate Vesak day with us in the shadow of the world’s largest Buddhist monument, nestled in the mountains and jungles of Central Java. Enjoy this exclusive buffet dinner on 19 May 2019 with us, in the elegant ambience and timeless charm of our Stupa Restaurant.

Chinese Yam Cha Live Cooking
Menoreh Restaurant
IDR 150,000 ++ per person
June

Dim Sum, Lamien, Chinese BBQ | Buy 5 get 6

Beer Island
Langit Menoreh
IDR 75,000 ++ per person

Sandy (Beer + Sprite) OR Rootbeer (Beer + Coke) | Complimentary French Fries

It’s time for a cold one! Head to Langit Menoreh and enjoy the crisp and cooling taste of a refreshing beer or two, overlooking the majestic Borobudur monument and the nearby Menoreh hills.

Encounter

Glory of Borobudur
IDR 2,200,000 ++
May - June

Watch the world’s largest Buddhist monument emerge from the mist at dawn in the jungles of Java, or see the colors of sunset paint its stupas and stonework in a palette of hues this May.

Spa

Locana Kunti - 60 minutes
IDR 600,000 ++ per person
May

Focusing on fingers and toes, this hour-long beautification service will leave you feeling refreshed and looking fabulous, thanks to our additional selection of nail color options and complimentary exclusive foot-bath ritual

Rejuvenation Package - 120 minutes
IDR 1,000,000 ++ per person
June

Leave the stresses of the world behind you, as you slip into the complete relaxation and serene ambiance of the Padma Spa. Indulge in this two-hour restorative back massage, body scrub, body wrap and complimentary herbal bath treatment, and feel your worries melt away.
Plataran Bromo is a one-stop destination where guests can immerse in the natural beauty of Bromo through authentic cuisine experience, rich cultural entertainment, nature-inspired activities, thrilling sport events, and comforting lodging. Surrounding nature and wilderness allure visitors to get off the beaten track for an unforgettable holiday.

What’s on.

Plataran Bromo

Accommodation

**Ramadan Package**
3D/2N at IDR 6,350,000 ++ for 2 persons
5 May - 1 June

Deluxe Room at House Resort | Daily Breakfasting at Teras Bromo | 15% discount off spa treatment | Airport transfer

As Ramadhan draws to a close, spend the Lebaran holiday together with Plataran, where days gently unfold against the backdrop of the rural beauty of agricultural plantations.

**Idul Fitri Package**
3D/2N at IDR 7,350,000 ++ for 2 persons
4 - 8 June

Deluxe Room at House Resort | 1 x bonfire & corn bbq with coffee / tea refreshment | 1 x breakfast on the go | Airport transfer | Daily breakfast and afternoon tea

With luxurious accommodation, unique cultural heritage and dramatic scenery, Plataran Bromo is the perfect place to celebrate and create an unforgettable Idul Fitri.

Dining

**Ramadan Package**
Teras Bromo | May

Breakfasting Set Menu (including Ta’jil)
IDR 150,000 ++ per person
Minimum for 2 person

Buffet Ramadhan
All You Can Eat Buffet
IDR 180,000 ++ per person
Minimum for 25 pax

Special of the Month
Nasi Goreng Kambing Kebuli IDR 55,000 ++

Encounter

**Cooking Adventure**
IDR 750,000 ++ per persons

This cooking experience above the clouds is designed to excite your senses. Delve into a cooking class with a local chef to discover the harmony of natural food produced by farmers from the local community and taste the many wonderful flavours of Indonesian cuisine. Pick out your own vegetables if your trip coincides with the harvest season or choose your ingredients from a traditional market in a nearby village. Once you have the expertise and the ingredients, get ready to cook up a storm overlooking dramatic views of the rolling hillsides of Bromo.

**Ketupat Lebaran**
Teras Bromo
IDR 125,000 ++ per person
June

Ketupat | Opor Ayam | Sambel Goreng Kentang | Sate Kelopo | Irisan Buah
An escape to nature at its most beautifully raw and untouched, in the protected sanctuary of West Bali National Park. For couples, families, nature and adventure lovers alike, Plataran Menjangan Resort & Spa offers a truly rare and enchanting experience beyond anything imaginable, with Bali’s untamed wilderness as the most incredible host.

What’s on.

Plataran
Menjangan
RESORT & SPA

Menjangan.

Villa

Cruise Package
3D/2N at IDR 10,500,000 nett for 2 persons
May - June

One-Bedroom Forest Villa | Daily breakfast | Daily afternoon tea | Complimentary activities | Day trip to Menjangan Island | Airport Transfers

Immerse yourself in nature’s beauty and set off for an adventure on the waves to the secluded island of Menjangan in West Bali National Park. Climb aboard Plataran Bali’s traditional Phinisi sailing ship to explore the crystalline azure waters just offshore, where more than 110 marine species make their home.

Dining

Ramadan Fest
Minimum purchase of IDR 200,000 per person
6 May - 5 June

Celebrate the holy month of Ramadhan with Plataran Menjangan this summer, where inner peace is reflected in the serenity of the world around you. As the sun sets over the sea, break your fast with us in the Octagon, where traditional snacks and a dedicated dinner menu provide a nourishing and restorative end to the day.

Spa

Mother’s Day - 120 minutes
IDR 900,000 ++ per person
May

Padma Marmabyangam | Refreshing Facial | Express Manicure Polish

Treat your Mom to our luxurious and indulgent spa treatment, crafted to pamper and rejuvenate.

Sea of Senses - 90 minutes
IDR 650,000 ++ per person
June

Vishesh Massage | Refreshing Natural Facial

Recharge yourself with this powerful, dynamic deep tissue massage. Vishesh is an intensive style of massage ideally suited to those who frequently take part in sports or physical and strenuous exercise. Stronger pressure and less oil are used than in the similar Abhyanga style, and the accompanying massage has a stimulating effect on circulation within the tissues. Perfect for releasing built-up tension, strains and deep-tissue knots.

Mediterranean Sunday
IDR 400,000 ++ per person
Every Sunday (May - June)

3-course Mediterranean Set Menu

Every Sunday in May and June this summer, get a taste of the Mediterranean at Plataran Menjangan. Nestled in the beautiful natural surroundings of West Bali National Park, The Octagon is a spacious and ocean-facing venue with its own bar, terraces, dining spaces and infinity pool, oriented out towards the open ocean.

Cocktail of the Day
IDR 150,000 ++ per glass
May - June

With its spacious interior, ocean-facing views and a charming clifftop veranda surrounding a swimming pool, the Octagon is a truly special place to enjoy a cocktail or two. Throughout May and June, join us in raising a glass to the sunset with a selection of our favourite cocktails.
Feel the forgotten Bali in a tropical garden paradise nestled in the trendiest area in Bali, Canggu. With its unique landscape designed in the form of a labyrinth, guests can wander off and enjoy their time in ultimate privacy.

**Sahur Set Package**
Plataran at Canggu  
Start from IDR 120,000 nett per person  
Everyday (5 May – 3 June)

This Ramadhan, Plataran Canggu will offer a set menu package, catering specifically to the needs of guests who wish to enjoy Sahur during their stay.

**Marhaban Ya Ramadan Iftar Set Promo**
Plataran at Canggu  
IDR 75,000 nett per person  
Everyday (5 May – 3 June)

Break your fast with a feast this Ramadhan, in the serene and verdant surroundings of Plataran at Canggu. Combining a wide range of delicious traditional dishes, our ala carte Iftar set menu is the perfect blend of nutrition and indulgence.

**Social Cocktail Hour**
Wine flight and special coffee offer  
Buy one get one free on classic cocktails only  
June

Sunsets in Canggu are the perfect place and time to enjoy a cocktail or two with some live music.

**Floating Tea Time**
IDR 150,000 nett per person  
Everyday | From 3 pm - 5 pm

Plunge into our pool and indulge in a floating tea time featuring free flow selected beverages and all-time favourite Indonesian snacks or sweet savoury set in the midst of tropical gardens.

**Spa**

**Canggu Recovery** - 90 minutes  
IDR 350,000 ++ per person  
May

Customize your treatment using a variety of techniques to achieve ultimate relaxation and rejuvenation, focusing on specific points in the back, neck, shoulders and head in one comprehensive and restorative massage.

**Kizhi Herbal** - 90 minutes  
IDR 550,000 ++ per person  
June

Unwind with a back massage followed by a lemongrass milk bath. Your aches and pains will be relieved, promoting healthy circulation and improving muscle tone.
Capture the essence of this cultural capital of Bali with Plataran Ubud Hotel & Spa. Despite its prime location, on the main dining street of Ubud – Jalan Hanoman, the hotel features beautifully manicured gardens and a stunning panorama of verdant rice paddies that represent a true Balinese serenity.

**Dining**

**Land and Sea BBQ Night**
Teras Ubud
IDR 100,000 nett per adult
Including 1x local beer

Enjoy this all you can eat BBQ buffet, combining live cooking of beef, chicken, fish, squid and prawn on a griddle, served up with a combination of your favorite sauces along with a selection of salads, mains and sweets.

**Indonesian Teppanyaki**
The View Restaurant
IDR 250,000 nett per adult
Including 1x local beer

Buffet-style with live cooking on teppanyaki table, all you can eat with a wide range of fresh ingredients. Sliced cuts of beef, pork, chicken, prawns, squid, fish and vegetables will be served & combined with a selection of our famous Indonesian sauces, mains, soup, salads and sweets.

**Noodle Festival**
The View Restaurant
Start from IDR 65,000 nett
Including 1x tropical tea

Enjoy an evening in celebration of one of Asia’s best-loved staple dishes: the delicious, diverse and ubiquitous noodle!

**What’s on.**

**Mother’s Day Celebration**
Teras Ubud
IDR 100,000 nett per adult
12 May 2019 | 6.30 pm - 10.30 pm

Live BBQ | Live Band | Free rose bouquet for ladies

**Ketupat Night**
The View Restaurant
IDR 250,000 nett per adult
5 June 2019 | 6.30 pm - 10.30 pm

‘Idul Fitri’ or ‘Lebaran’ is the largest Muslim holiday marking the end of Ramadan, the Islamic holy month of fasting.

**Encounter**

**Bali Farm Discovery**
IDR 450,000 ++ per person

Farming in Bali follows a unique set of core principles known as ‘Subak’. This collective ethos focuses on living in harmony and balance with nature, and working together with neighbours to honour the gods. Just outside Ubud, the idyllic rice terraces and emerald valleys of Tegallalang are a great illustration of Subak farming in action.

**Spa**

**Mother’s Day** - 60 minutes
IDR 500,000 nett per person
May

Refresh and pamper your finger and toe nails, with this flawless pedicure and manicure treatment; perfect for mothers in need of a treat.

**Bali Aroma Package** - 120 Minutes
IDR 800,000 nett per person
June

Back Massage | Body Scrub | Body Wrap

Relax and rejuvenate your body with a combination of massage, scrub and aromatherapy, carefully crafted to leave you feeling refreshed and serene.
Secluded in a quiet cove on Waecicu Beach, Plataran Komodo Resort & Spa is a true tropical hidden paradise.

A luxurious base for indulging in sun-kissed days of relaxation and adventure in one of Indonesia’s most beautiful and untouched regions.

What’s on.

Plataran
Komodo
RESORT & SPA

Villa

Health & Wellness Retreat
3D/2N at IDR 14,300,000 nett for 2 persons
May

Deluxe Beachfront Villa | Daily Breakfast and Afternoon Tea | 2 x welcome dinner | 1 x Indonesian cuisine cooking class

Discover the restorative powers of cooking and the delicious flavors of Indonesian cuisine, with our Health & Wellness package. Throughout May, enjoy the ambiance of luxury beachfront accommodation, combined with sailing adventures over the sea to local markets, where you will learn the unique ingredients, recipes and kitchen secrets of the spice archipelago.

Island Living Countryside
3D/2N at IDR 12,900,000 nett for 2 persons
June

Deluxe Beachfront Villa | Daily Breakfast and Afternoon Tea | 1 x Flores Local Living Countryside tour | 1 x 60-minute couple spa treatment

Discover the daily lives of people living in the countryside of Flores, with this unique adventure into a side of the island that’s seldom seen.

Spa

Mothers Day - 60 minutes
IDR 650,000 ++ per person
May

Express Toenail Coloring | Foot Massage

Indulge in some luxurious pampering and relaxation, including nail treatment and coloring.

Face & Body Rejuvenation - 120 minutes
IDR 700,000 ++ per person
June

Bajo Nadi Massage | Natural Facial | Express Color | Foot Massage

Relax tired muscles and rejuvenate the soul with this comprehensive and indulgent spa package, designed to leave you feeling refreshed and revitalized.

Encounter

Rangko Pool Cave with Snorkeling
IDR 1,250,000 nett per person
May

Nestled in a cave on the peninsula is Rangko; a hidden gem known only to local fisherman that offers a unique environment. Just 45 minutes from the resort by boat, the cool waters of a saltwater pool are surrounded by dozens of limestone pinnacles that give the place a secluded feel.

Private Yoga Class
Private: IDR 1,200,000 nett per couple
Group: IDR 450,000 nett per person
(minimum 3 - 5 persons)
June

Experience the local tradition of yoga followed by calming ocean breathing; the perfect way to maintain physical and mental well-being. Yoga enthusiasts can calm the mind with a session of yoga at Plataran ocean view; an outdoor yoga pavilion with breathtaking views of the pristine surroundings.

Villa Spa Encounter
Health & Wellness Retreat
3D/2N at IDR 14,300,000 nett for 2 persons
May

Deluxe Beachfront Villa | Daily Breakfast and Afternoon Tea | 2 x welcome dinner | 1 x Indonesian cuisine cooking class

Discover the restorative powers of cooking and the delicious flavors of Indonesian cuisine, with our Health & Wellness package. Throughout May, enjoy the ambiance of luxury beachfront accommodation, combined with sailing adventures over the sea to local markets, where you will learn the unique ingredients, recipes and kitchen secrets of the spice archipelago.

Island Living Countryside
3D/2N at IDR 12,900,000 nett for 2 persons
June

Deluxe Beachfront Villa | Daily Breakfast and Afternoon Tea | 1 x Flores Local Living Countryside tour | 1 x 60-minute couple spa treatment

Discover the daily lives of people living in the countryside of Flores, with this unique adventure into a side of the island that’s seldom seen.

Spa

Mothers Day - 60 minutes
IDR 650,000 ++ per person
May

Express Toenail Coloring | Foot Massage

Indulge in some luxurious pampering and relaxation, including nail treatment and coloring.

Face & Body Rejuvenation - 120 minutes
IDR 700,000 ++ per person
June

Bajo Nadi Massage | Natural Facial | Express Color | Foot Massage

Relax tired muscles and rejuvenate the soul with this comprehensive and indulgent spa package, designed to leave you feeling refreshed and revitalized.

Encounter

Rangko Pool Cave with Snorkeling
IDR 1,250,000 nett per person
May

Nestled in a cave on the peninsula is Rangko; a hidden gem known only to local fisherman that offers a unique environment. Just 45 minutes from the resort by boat, the cool waters of a saltwater pool are surrounded by dozens of limestone pinnacles that give the place a secluded feel.

Private Yoga Class
Private: IDR 1,200,000 nett per couple
Group: IDR 450,000 nett per person
(minimum 3 - 5 persons)
June

Experience the local tradition of yoga followed by calming ocean breathing; the perfect way to maintain physical and mental well-being. Yoga enthusiasts can calm the mind with a session of yoga at Plataran ocean view; an outdoor yoga pavilion with breathtaking views of the pristine surroundings.
Located in the misty highlands of Puncak, West Java, Villa Puncak by Plataran offers a secluded yet convenient escape from the busy metropolises of Jakarta to relax and recharge with a refreshing getaway.

Bajul Eco Lodge by Plataran, is a prime environmental-friendly accommodation and facility that comprise 18 lodges and educational facilities within Plataran L’Harmonie – West Bali National Park.

Full Board Stay – Forest Lodge
2D/1N at IDR 640,000 ++ per person
Rate excludes entrance fee to West Bali National Park.
January - December

Experience our Full Board Stay Package in the heart of Plataran L’Harmonie - West Bali National Park, seamlessly blending untamed natural beauty with the luxurious comfort of modern facilities and service. Get back to nature and discover the beauty of Bali with this uniquely green and gorgeous getaway.

Conservation Education
3D/2N at IDR 2,650,000 ++ per person
Rate excludes entrance fee to West Bali National Park.
January - December

Get your team together for a weekend with a difference in one of Bali’s most engaging and eco-friendly destinations. Combining team building with wellness and conservation activities, explore the diverse natural wonders of West Bali National Park; travel to Menjangan island for a unique living, learning and sharing environment that’s perfectly suited to team building retreats and getting back to nature.

Ramadan Package
3D/2N at IDR 9,300,000 ++
5-Bedroom Villa | Daily Sahur in your private villa | 1 x breaking fast

Celebrate the holy month of Ramadan with the ones you love, surrounded by the refreshing and peaceful hills of Puncak. Combining luxurious accommodation with delicious meals specially catered to support your fast, this package lets you and your family celebrate Ramadan together in comfort and with the serene splendour of nature all around.
What’s on.

Plataran Phinisi Felicia
Scheduled Liveaboard 2018

Make your onboard dream comes true with Plataran Private Cruises Liveaboard Experience – the most authentic way to explore the surrounding islands of Flores.

What’s on.

Plataran Phinisi Felicia
Scheduled Liveaboard 2018

Day 1 Waecicu – Rinca – Kalong Island
Day 2 Komodo – Pink Beach – Manta Point
Day 3 Kanawa – Sabolon Island – Labuan Bajo

Island Trekking | Onboard Meal | Snorkeling
Diving* | Beach Lunch

* Diving excursions are available and subject to additional charges.
Journal.

Mr Dennis & Mrs Vina looking happy during their stay at Plataran Bromo

Mrs Rima Melati took a short meditation during her stay at Plataran Ubud

Mrs Sophie Navita and her husband Mr Pongki enjoyed their lunch at Plataran Canggu.

Ms Enya Blanco had lunch with her favorite Tahu Telor Asin at Plataran Canggu.

I appreciate and thank God for what I have - Mr Tities Sapoetra

Mr Mario Lawalata had breakfast with a breathtaking view at Plataran Komodo
Plataran Dharmawangsa

A regal oasis in South Jakarta

Tucked away in Jakarta’s elite residential neighborhood of Kebayoran Baru, Plataran Dharmawangsa presents authentic Indonesian cuisine in a venue that’s rich in Javanese heritage. Designed to resemble a traditional royal Javanese family compound, the restaurant is centered around a traditional wooden Joglo house that has stood for more than 150 years. This is complemented by an elegant glass-roofed conservatory overlooking a beautiful tempo doeloe-style garden.

Since its inception, the restaurant has consistently received recognition and awards, including ‘Best Indonesian Restaurant in Jakarta’ by the prestigious Indonesia Tatler magazine, and is the choice dining venue for Jakarta’s high society and expatriate crowd. Signature dishes include Dendeng Batokok, Ayam Dharmawangsa and Gurame Mangga, all of which are prepared to international five-star hotel standards in sophisticated kitchens and served up with the distinctive grace and elegance of Plataran fine dining.

Plataran Dharmawangsa’s location, reputation and dedication to excellence make the venue an ideal place for weddings, birthdays, corporate gatherings, fam trips and formal events. The property comprises four rooms: the Sedap Malam Room, which is located inside the Joglo building and is the main dining space, able to comfortably accommodate 80 diners; the Melati Room, where up to 40 seated guests can recline in a glass-roofed and air-conditioned conservatory in the garden; the Kenanga Room, which is a semi-outdoor area, perfect for soirees of up to 20 guests; and finally the Kantil Room, located in a separate Limasan house, which has stood for two generations and is equipped with its own facilities for a maximum of 60 diners.
Atlantis Beach Club
Where great food meets beautiful views

Atlantis Beach Club is a unique venue in Labuan Bajo, where guests can enjoy a wide range of culinary delights – from fresh and delicious seafood, to classic Indonesian cuisine and hearty Italian food. Located at Pantai Pede, the venue boasts some of the very best sunset views in Labuan Bajo. Visitors here can dine on a boat deck overlooking the ocean and sip a cold beer or cocktail at sunset between dips in the pool.

This picturesque setting is made even more beautiful by Atlantis’s architecture and design; the restaurant and beach club are carved from a sunken phinisi sailing ship that has been lovingly restored and refurbished, while a traditional Indonesian Joglo building serves as a cozy yet spacious dining venue next to the pool. The pool bar plays host to regular live music events and DJ performances, enlivening the evenings at Atlantis.

With the spectacular scenery of Labuan Bajo at its doorstep and the artistic elegance of Indonesian heritage all around, Atlantis Beach Club is the perfect place to enjoy some delicious traditional or international cuisine. An eclectic menu ranges from traditional local dishes such as gado-gado and nasi goreng Labuan Bajo, to sumptuous western classics like steak, spaghetti Bolognese and chicken chimichangas. Along with a delicious array of seafood, cocktails, coffees and light bites, Atlantis Beach Club serves up dishes to suit every occasion and taste, in a setting that’s one of a kind.
Lifestyle.

Spa with a view.

Padma Spa is Plataran’s very own massage, wellness and therapy facility, provided at resorts and venues throughout Indonesia. In each destination, the spa has been integrated with the surrounding landscape, to reflect the cultural and natural attractions of the location. Whether nestled in leafy highland gardens, perched on white sandy shores or overlooking ancient Buddhist monuments, Padma Spas are designed to be a sanctuary, where guests can reconnect body and soul through Indonesia’s heritage rituals.

Padma Spa experiences take visitors beyond the ordinary spa environment and onto jetties, sundecks, rice paddies and beaches for treatments, so they can benefit from the restorative power of nature as well as the healing hands of their therapists. A wide range of indulgent treatments at Padma Spa fuse Asian and western massage therapy techniques for the ultimate health and wellness experience.
Padma Spa at Plataran Komodo
The jewel in the crown of Plataran’s Komodo resort is its luxurious spa, located in a quiet cove on Waecicu Beach. Combining a range of modern wellness techniques with ancient Asian healing rituals, the wood and marine-based spa menu promises to relax and rejuvenate guests through a combination of therapy and location. Visitors can enjoy soothing massage treatments in the early morning on a secluded timber jetty, looking out over the azure waters of Komodo National Park; or on the resort’s own private beach, where the gentle lapping of the waves adds an extra layer of relaxation and natural harmony to the experience.

Padma Spa at Plataran Bromo
The new Padma Spa at Plataran Bromo is a welcoming enclave perched high in the volcanic mountains of Java. Located on a hillside adjacent to the hotel lobby, the spa benefits from views overlooking a valley below, where the nearby landscape is a patchwork of orchards, farms and potato plantations; a serene and verdant backdrop for relaxation and a wide range of wellness treatments. Each of the spa’s two rooms feature two beds, along with shower and toilet facilities. Whether soothing tired muscles after treks in the national park, preparing oneself for the Bromo Marathon, or simply taking time to pamper and refresh, Plataran Bromo’s Padma Spa is the perfect solution for body and soul.
Fjällräven Indonesia Discovery 2019

Strategically located at the gateway of the UNESCO World Heritage Site - Bromo Tengger Semeru National Park, Plataran Bromo is proud to host Fjällräven Indonesia Discovery 2019. This unique three-day adventure takes trekkers on a 50km journey into Bromo Tengger Semeru National Park, across a sea of sand, through isolated mountain villages, and around the spectacular volcano peaks of Bromo. Starting with registration and breakfast at Plataran Bromo, the event then embarks into the park, where trekkers will navigate a network of pathways, viewpoints and campsites that are as spectacular as they are rarely seen. Culminating in a lavish gala dinner at Teras Bromo on the final day, Fjällräven Indonesia Discovery 2019 and Plataran present Bromo as it's never been seen before.

From 26 – 28 July 2019, Plataran Bromo will be the staging point for Fjällräven Indonesia Discovery 2019. This unique three-day adventure takes trekkers on a 50km journey into Bromo Tengger Semeru National Park, through seven checkpoints that plot a circular course around the caldera. Trekkers will venture across a sea of sand, through isolated mountain villages, and around the spectacular volcano peaks of Bromo, to explore parts of the park that are seldom seen. Culminating in a lavish gala dinner at Teras Bromo on the final day, Fjällräven Indonesia Discovery 2019 is an adventure into the volcanic heartland of Java that's not to be missed.

For more information of the event please visit:
Plataran Bromo Xtravaganza 2019
More Than Just a Marathon

This August, Plataran Bromo will again be the official host of the annual Bromo Marathon. The race is the centerpiece of Plataran’s Bromo Xtravaganza; a unique event that introduces visitors not only to the natural beauty and adventurous potential of Bromo, but also the culturally rich communities the landscape supports. Combining healthy competition with colourful festivities, this year’s event is set to be a big success.

About Bromo Marathon
From 31 August - 1 Sept 2019, around 2,000 people from countries all over the world are expected to participate in the Bromo Marathon, centered around Plataran Bromo Hotel in Desa Ngadiwono near the small town of Tosari in East Java.

Officially titled ‘Bromo Marathon 2019’, this annual international running event attracts runners of all ages, abilities and nationalities, including Americans, Australians, Japanese, Nigerian, Swedish, and other European and Asian athletes.

The race will be divided into several categories: Full Marathon (42 km); Half Marathon (21 km); 10 km Fun Run; and 5 km Fun Run. Each race will start and finish at Plataran Bromo Hotel, where many competitors are also expected to make use of the resort’s comfortable accommodation, dining and spa services during their stay.

Plataran Bromo Xtravaganza Activities
A range of festivities surrounding the marathon serve as a promotional event for the government of Pasuruan, specifically to showcase the beauty and local wisdom of the Tengger people in the Tosari Pasuruan area. First held in 2013, the Bromo Marathon is about more than just sports.

Plataran Bromo Xtravaganza 2019 will include a range of cultural events, including live music and cultural performances, a Masterchef challenge in collaboration with Indonesian Chef Association and National TV Broadcaster, a Reog Pasuruan Festival, custom bike competition and fireworks.

About Plataran Bromo
Conveniently located at the gateway to Bromo Tengger Semeru National Park – a UNESCO World Heritage Site – Plataran Bromo lets visitors fully immerse themselves in the unique cultural and natural wonders of the landscape around them.

Through activities such as Bromo Xtravaganza, Plataran has developed a reputation as a True Indonesian Icon, bringing the unique heritage of Indonesia to the attention of an international audience, while directly benefiting the communities, cultures and natural habitats to which the group owes its success.
Ramadan Special Dining Experience

Nothing brings people together like good food. Join us for a delicious iftar dinner every day of the Ramadan holy month at Plataran Venues & Dining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Al Hambra</th>
<th>IDR 215,000++</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kebuli Rice with King Prawns</td>
<td>IDR 225,000++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Temon - Sugarcane &amp; Lemon</td>
<td>IDR 59,000++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available at all Plataran Venues & Dining outlets in Jakarta.

For more information or reservations please call +62 811 1556 346, visit www.plataran.com/ramadan, or email info.desk@plataran.com

Includes takjil. Terms and conditions apply.
Plataran Menteng
High-end Indonesian cuisine meets Dutch colonial architecture in Plataran Menteng. Established in early 2017, Plataran Menteng is not just another restaurant – it is both a dining and event space that can hold up to 300 people.

Jalan HOS. Cokroaminoto No. 42,
Menteng – Jakarta Pusat 10350
Phone: +62 21 2962 7771
+62 813 9890 8336
+62 813 9890 8335
Opening hours: 11 am – 11 pm
Email: reservation@plataranmenteng.com

Plataran Dharmawangsa
Designed to resemble a traditional royal Javanese family compound, the restaurant includes a 150-year-old wooden heritage Joglo house, wooden Javanese pavilions, a prayer house aged more than 50 years old, and an elegant glass-roofed conservatory, overlooking a beautiful tempo doeloe style garden.

Jalan Dharmawangsa Raya No. 6
Kebayoran Baru – Jakarta Selatan 12160
Phone: +62 21 2904 4167
+62 813 9869 8769
Opening hours: 11 am – 11 pm
Email: reservation@platarandharmawangsa.com

Patio Venue & Dining
Tastefully designed in modern European style, with private dining rooms, and a stylish bar and lounge, Patio Venue & Dining provides a cozy setting for a romantic dinner, a family celebration or business lunch, and has become a favorite of many Indonesian celebrities and lifestyle enthusiasts.

Jalan Wijaya XIII No. 45, Kebayoran Baru,
Jakarta Selatan
Phone: +62 21 7241 363
+62 821 1226 7787
+62 821 1226 7789
Opening Hours: 11 am – 10 pm
Email: reservation@patiojakarta.com

Teras Dharmawangsa
Teras Dharmawangsa is the only restaurant in Dharmawangsa Square that opens for breakfast everyday from 8 am.

Diners can enjoy breakfast one hour early every weekend and public holiday, starting from 7am. Perfect place for breakfast meetings.

Jl. Darmawangsa VI dan IX, The Darmawangsa
Square unit 20, Kelurahan Pulo, Kecamatan
Kebayoran Baru Jakarta Selatan 12160
Phone: +62 2127513687 /88
+62 81384187261
Opening hours:
Weekdays: 8 am – 10 pm
Weekend and Public Holiday: 7 am – 10 pm
Email: reservation@terasdharmanyagwanga.com
Plataran Indonesia Head Office
Jl. Brawijaya Raya No. 4 Kebayoran Baru
Jakarta Selatan 12160, Indonesia
T. +62 21 7221 740 / +62 21 2932 6192 | F. +62 21 2932 6191
E. info.desk@plataran.com

Bali Sales & Marketing Office
C/O Plataran Canggu Bali Resort & Spa
Jl. Pengubugan, Banjar Silayukti, Kuta,
Bali 80361, Indonesia
T. +62 361 411 388 / +62 361 844 6012 | F. +62 361 844 6029
E. info.desk@plataran.com

Borobudur Sales & Marketing Office
C/O Plataran Borobudur Resort & Spa
Dusun Tanjungan, Borobudur, Magelang
Central Java 56553, Indonesia
T. +62 293 788 888 | F. +62 293 788 699
E. info.desk@plataran.com

HOTELS & RESORTS • VENUES & DINING • PRIVATE CRUISES • ECO TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
Borobudur | Komodo | Bromo | West Bali National Park | Canggu | Ubud
Tugu - Puncak | Sumba | Jakarta | Tokyo

www.plataran.com